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Dear Senate Intelligence Committee Members,
Thank you and Ambassador Burns for your dedication and time during this important
nomination process. Ambassador Burns seems to be a good and fair person. Hence, I have
concerns for him in regards to the character of the agency he is hoping to lead. My reasons are
mentioned below.
Despite all the kudos to the CIA mentioned in this hearing - and I agree there are very ethical
and good agents - the CIA has been an agency running roughshod over the Constitution and
Americans since Truman, and Truman, in his library, has much to say about it. Many others
subsequent to Truman have also documented decades of CIA-related
horror https://www.fff.org/?s=central+intelligence+agency. The CIA's rein of unconstitutional
terror has continued to this day, now with proof of their involvement with neuro-weapons
being used against many Americans, on our soil (see what I had recently sent the Committee in
emails below, Dr. Robert Duncan, etc.). As has been the practice in the past, the military is also
generally involved when the CIA is, this Holocaust of our time being no exception. It is the
military that is staffing the satellite center(s) and operating the targeting mechanisms. In
another recent correspondence I had also provided a link to a Navy whistleblower who had
participated in this torture (emails below)
https://targetedindividualinformationpackage.wordpress.com. Of course, the CIA is not even
supposed to be "operating" stateside... We are in much deeper Constitutional trouble regarding
these very powerful entities (MIC) than many of the Senators and speakers, including
Ambassador Burns, likely realize.
The victims of this specific horror are referred to as "Targeted Individuals", as I wrote the
Committee prior to the hearing (emails below), and there is much online about them. The
closest mention of this travesty at the hearing was the "mysterious attacks, for a while called
the Havana syndrome" and that "CIA personnel who may have suffered brain injury have the
option for treatment at our nation's premier TBI facilities..." (Warner with others echoing same
sentiments). Ambassador Burns also stated that waterboarding is torture and that only
interrogation methods listed under US Army Field Manual are permissible. I don't even have to
look there to know that this neuro torture is not included.
There was no mention in the hearing of the documentation and large number of testimonials
regarding CIA-Military neuro-weaponry use against our own. One would imagine that the Intel
Committee has actually known about this for years? I wonder if this cover-up is because the
CIA and military are out of control? Is the Intel Committee scared of them? Is this deflecting to
another country's (China was mentioned) use of neuroweapons because the Committee
doesn't want to acknowledge these Targeted Individuals in the US? Are they trying to insinuate
that China is taking humongous amounts of time targeting US citizens? Does the Intel
Committee agree with allowing such barbarity (for whatever reason), or do they not want to

take on the military and CIA for political reasons? Whatever the reason - it is a massive failure. I
can understand calls for the firing and jailing of all Committee members should they not
address this issue of neuro-weaponry and Targeted Individuals immediately.
The Committee should call a hearing with these victims, witnesses, and whistleblowers. They
should not even wait for that to demand this torture is halted, and all brain data returned to
the owners, with all other copies destroyed. The Committee should demand a listing from the
military (and whomever else has these lists) of all those targeted - and demand these victims
are immediately safe from any further contact, remote or otherwise, with their perpetrators
(besides torture, it is all rape). Perpetrators must be held accountable.
It is the right of The People to know about this horror - and the duty of legislators to keep The
People apprised of such concerning matters. WE will demand the military and CIA abide by the
Constitution. The People must know about this horror - if not - it will continue. Despite the
desire by some to indeed have this apocalyptic Holocaust continue, WE ALL have an obligation,
first and foremost, to Decency, Humanity, and Our Constitution.
Links I sent you previously:
https://lissahumanelife.wordpress.com/2020/05/03/dr-robert-duncan-former-cia-darpascientist-whistleblower-on-horrific-targeting-of-americans-targetedindividuals-targetedtoo/
https://youtu.be/tAPI6mv2O-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PgarzZHEF5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEgZQgP9SMs&feature=youtu.be26 mins
https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/weapons/a19855256/muckrock-foia-psychoelectric-weapons/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/z4mmy8/our-brains-will-be-hacked-tracked-and-data-mined
(ARE NOW)
https://bigthink.com/ideafeed/protecting-your-brain-waves-from-hackers-seriously (can
UNIQUELY target one’s brain, hearing, etc.)
https://projectsvoice.weebly.com/daily-blog
Judith Futerfas
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